Despite the great advancement of experimental tools and theoretical models, a quantitative characterization of the microscopic structures of ion aggregates and its associated water hydrogen-bonding networks still remains a challenging problem. In this paper, a newly-invented mathematical method called persistent homology is introduced, for the first time, to quantitatively analyze the intrinsic topological properties of ion aggregation systems and hydrogen-bonding networks. Two most distinguishable properties of persistent homology analysis of assembly systems are as follows. First, it does not require a predefined bond length to construct the ion or hydrogen network. Persistent homology results are determined by the morphological structure of the data only. Second, it can directly measure the size of circles or holes in ion aggregates and hydrogen-bonding networks. To validate our model, we consider two well-studied systems, i.e., NaCl and KSCN solutions, generated from molecular dynamics simulations. They are believed to represent two morphological types of aggregation, i.e., local clusters and extended ion network. It has been found that the two aggregation types have distinguishable topological features and can be characterized by our topological model very well. Further, we construct two types of networks, i.e., O-Networks and H2O-Networks, for analyzing the topological properties of hydrogen-bonding networks. It is found that for both models, KSCN systems demonstrate much more dramatic variations in their local circle structures with the concentration increase. A consistent increase of large-sized local circle structures is observed and the sizes of these circles become more and more diverse. In contrast, NaCl systems show no obvious increase of large-sized circles. Instead a consistent decline of the average size of circle structures is observed and the sizes of these circles become more and more uniformed with the concentration increase. As far as we know, these unique essential topological features in ion aggregation systems have never been pointed out before. More importantly, our models can be directly used to quantitatively analyze the intrinsic topological invariants, including circles, loops, holes, and cavities, of any network-like structures, such as nanomaterials, colloidal systems, biomolecular assemblies, among others. These topological invariants cannot be described by traditional graph and network models.
Introduction
Water and ion play irreplaceable roles in life and living organisms. Their unique properties are highly related to hydrogen-bonding network and ion aggregation. It is known that water molecules can form strong and extensive hydrogen bond network.
1 Based on different criteria, it has been estimated that each water molecule on average has about 2.8 to 3.4 hydrogen bonds.
2, 3 The hydrogen-bonding network is a gigantic and dynamic structure made from hydrogen bonds, which can form and break incessantly on picosecond timescale. 4 On the other hand, the ion is one of the most important solutes. They can easily dissolve into water and form ion aggregates, which usually have complicated morphological structures. Moreover, different ions have dramatically different properties, such as viscosity, heat capacity, and activity coefficient.
5 This is known as ion specificity or Hofmeister effects. 1, 5, 6 It is believed that ion specificity is highly related to" structure making" and "structure breaking" of hydrogen networks. 6 Chaotropic ions, such as SCN − and ClO 4 − , are capable of breaking the water hydrogen bonds, whereas kosmotropic ions, such as CO 3 2− and SO 4 2− can make or stabilize water hydrogen bonds. Extensive experiments have been done to reveal the microscopic structure of ion aggregates and water hydrogen-bonding network. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Only recently, it has been found that ions had no obvious influence on hydrogen bonds outside the first solvation shell. 16 However, a quantitative characterization of the complicated morphological structures and dynamics of ion aggregates and hydrogen-bonding networks in atomic scale is still a challenging problem. 1 Currently, the most promising approach to reveal atom-level structures of ion aggregates and hydrogenbonding networks is an extensive comparison between available experimental observables and computational simulations.
2, 3, 12, 13 However, with morphological complexity in ion aggregates and hydrogen networks, the available mathematical methods, that can quantitatively analyze the simulation data, is very limited. Historically, graph and/or network-based models are the dominant tools for ion aggregation and hydrogen-bonding network analysis. [17] [18] [19] Especially, the spectral graph theory has been widely used in chemistry and biochemistry to characterize the network properties, [20] [21] [22] such as degree distribution, path length, clustering, among others. These graph-based models and descriptors have greatly enhanced our understanding of ion and water aggregation systems. Recently, a new topological method, called persistent homology, has demonstrated its exceptional ability in revealing the intrinsic topological information of structures. [23] [24] [25] Dramatically different all the graph or network models, persistent homology provides a way to quantitatively characterize topological invariants, such as connected components, circles, rings, loops, channels, cavities, voids, etc, in the data. It brings a whole new perspective for ion aggregation and hydrogen-bonding network analysis.
As a multiscale representation of topological features, persistent homology is able to bridge the gap between geometry and topology. Compared with traditional topological models, it manages to incorporate a geometric measurement into topological invariants through a process called filtration. 26, 27 More specifically, by varying the value of a filtration parameter, a series of simplicial complexes are generated. These nested simplicial complexes encode topological information of a structure from different scales. Some topological invariants "live" constantly in these simplicial complexes, whereas others disappear very quickly when filtration value changes. In this way, topological invariants can be quantified by their "lifespans" or "persisting times", which are directly related to geometric properties. [28] [29] [30] Persistent homology has already been successfully used in a variety of fields, including shape recognition, 31 etc. Various softwares, including JavaPlex, 51 Perseus, 52 Dipha, 53 Dionysus, 54 jHoles, 55 GUDHI, 56 etc, have been developed. 57 The results from persistent homology can be visualized by many methods, including persistent diagram, 30 persistent barcode, 58 and persistent landscape. 59, 60 More recently, persistent homology has been used in analyzing biomolecular structure, flexibility and dynamics. [61] [62] [63] The consistent pattern within the barcode is defined as topological fingerprint, which is used to quantitatively characterize biomolecular conformational information. Further, multiresolution and multidimensional persistent homology 64, 65 have been designed to extract topological information from various scales and have been used in handling extremely large data from macroproteins or protein assembly. Most recently, the combination of persistent homology and machine learning tools has generated remarkable results in drug design, [66] [67] [68] protein stability changes upon mutation 69, 70 and toxicity prediction. 71 The great success of these models demonstrates that speciallydesigned persistent homology models can not only retain critical chemical and biological information during the simplification of biomolecular complexity, and also enables a tailored topological description of inter-and/or intra-molecular interactions of interest.
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In this paper, persistent homology is introduced, for the first time, to quantitatively analyze the morphological structure of ion aggregates and hydrogen-bonding networks. We consider two well-studied systems, NaCl and KSCN solutions, as test examples. 72, 73 It has been found that when the ion concentration is close to their solubility limits, these two systems have two types of morphologically different ion aggregations.
72-74
For NaCl system, large compact ion clusters are formed and segregated from the water. In contrast, KSCN develops spatially extended ion network structure, which tightly intertwines with water hydrogen-bonding network. Moreover, the KSCN network is found to bear great resemblance with hydrogen-bonding network.
73
In our persistent homology analysis, barcodes information has been generated from both systems in various concentrations, it is found that when the concentration of NaCl is close to their solubility limits, a group of barcodes appear at filtration size around 3.0Å to 4.0Å, an indication of compact ion clusters. Further, when KSCN is close to solubility limits, a gigantic amount of barcodes appear in the region from 3.0Å to 4.0 A, a clear manifestation of extended ion networks. Moreover, barcode properties of KSCN ion aggregation network are quite similar to those from hydrogen-bonding network in high KSCN concentration. Our results are highly consistent with previous findings. 72, 73 More interesting, we find that similar cluster structures, as in the case of NaCl solution with concentration close to solubility limits, appear in KSCN solution with mediate concentration. This has never been pointed out before.
Further, we consider the hydrogen-bonding networks by analyzing two sets of points cloud data. The first one is made of only oxygen atoms, and it is called O-Network. The other one comprises oxygen and hydrogen atoms, and it is denoted as H 2 O-Networks. From the barcodes results and measurements, we find that, topologically, the fundamental difference between the two types of ion aggregation can be well characterized by the number, mean and variance of circles in their networks. More specifically, in O-Networks, with the increase of ion concentration, total number of local circle structures in NaCl and KSCN all decline, whereas KSCN shows a much larger decreasing rate. Moreover, both mean and variance of local circle sizes for NaCl decrease with concentration, whereas the circle mean and variance for KSCN have exactly the opposite behavior. In H 2 O-Networks, the number of NaCl circles increase with the concentration, whereas this number for KSCN decreases. Finally, both NaCl and KSCN systems show a decrease in their average circle size. Their behavior in size variance is exactly the opposite. With concentration increase, NaCl variance decreases with it, but KSCN variance increases.
The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 is devoted for persistent homology theory and models. We discuss the basic concepts, algorithms, and models of persistent homology. The detailed results of topological analysis of NaCl and KSCN systems are given in Section 3. The paper ends with a conclusion.
Theory and Models
This section is devoted to the basic theory and models of persistent homology. In the first part, we present a brief review of key concepts in persistent homology, including simplex, simplicial complex, homology group, Rips complex, filtration, and persistence. In the second part, functions and models, which are based on the persistent homology results, are introduced to quantitatively analyze and compare the complicated topological information from different data.
Persistent homology
Persistent homology is a newly-invented model deeply rooted in algebraic topology, computational topology and combinatorial topology. In persistent homology, algebraic tools, such as quotient group, homology, exact sequence, etc, are used to characterize topological invariants, including connected components, circles, rings, channels, cavities, voids, etc. We present a very brief introduction in this section and refer interested readers to papers 23, 24, 75 for more details.
Geometrically, a 0-simplex is a vertex, a 1-simplex is an edge, a 2-simplex is a triangle, and a 3-simplex represents a tetrahedron. Simplices are the building block for simplicial complex. In general, a simplicial complex K is a finite set of simplices that satisfy two essential conditions. First, any face of a simplex from K is also in K. Second, the intersection of any two simplices in K is either empty or shares faces. An oriented k-simplex [σ k ] is a simplex together with an orientation, i.e., ordering of its vertex set. Graphs and networks, which are comprised of only vertices and edges, can be viewed as a simplicial complex with only 0-simplex and 1-simplex.
Homology A linear combination of k-simplexes forms a k-chain c, i.e., c = i α i σ k i . In computational topology, we usually assume {α i ∈ Z 2 }. All k-chains from the simplicial complex K together with addition operation (modulo-2) will form an Abelian group C k (K, Z 2 ). Homomorphism can be defined between these Abelian groups. Particularly, a boundary operator ∂ k : C k → C k−1 can be used to explore algebraic relations between two chain groups. More specifically, the boundary of an oriented k-simplex
Here
oriented simplex, which is generated by the original set of vertices
The boundary operator satisfies several properties, including ∂ 0 = 0 and
With the boundary operation, we can define the k-th cycle group Z k and the k-th boundary group B k as follows,
With ∂ k−1 ∂ k = 0, cycle and boundary groups satisfy B k ⊆ Z k . And their quotient group H k = Z k /B k is known as the k-th homology group. The rank of k-th homology group H k is called k-th Betti number and satisfies,
Geometrically, we can regard β 0 as the number of isolated components, β 1 the number of one-dimensional loops, circles, or tunnels and β 2 the number of two-dimensional voids or holes.
Rips complex and filtration For any point set X ∈ R N , one can associate each of its points with a closed ball (centered at the point) with diameter . To explore the topological information embedded in the point set, Rips complex (or Vietoris-Rips complex) σ can be generated. More specifically, a Rips simplex is formed when the largest distance between its any two vertices reaches . Rips simplexes can then be combined together to generate Rips complex. It should be noticed that the generation of Rips complex requires a predefined value for diameter parameter . However, how to find a suitable value which captures the underlying space of the point set is nontrivial. To solve this problem, the idea of filtration has been proposed. 23 As illustrated in Figure 1 , instead of finding the best diameter value, an ever-increasing value is used to generate a series of topological spaces. These topological spaces can be represented by a nested sequence of simplicial complexes, and information of topological invariant can be derived from them. Each topological invariant will last for a certain values. The value, at which the invariant appears or disappears, is called birth time (BT) or death time (DT), respectively. In this way, each invariant has a "lifespan", i.e., barcode length (BL), defined by its birth and death time.
Persistent homology The nested sequence of complexes from the filtration process can be expressed as,
And the p-persistent k-th homology group at filtration time i can be represented as
Essentially, persistence gives a geometric measurement of the topological invariant. 
Persistent homology based models and functions
The pairs of BTs and DTs from the persistent homology analysis can be represented as barcodes in a graph. We can denote them as follows,
where parameter k represent the k-dimension. For data points from Euclidean space, normally we only consider k = 0, 1, 2. Parameter j indicates the j-th topological invariant (barcodes) and N k is the number of β k topological invariant. The a k,j and b k,j are BTs and DTs. For simplification, we can define the set of k-th dimensional barcodes as,
Persistent Betti functions
Based on the persistent homology results, different functions are proposed to represent or analyze the topological information. 40, 60, 75, 76 The persistent Betti number (PBN) is one of them, it is defined as the summation of all the k-th dimensional barcodes,
is a step function, which equals to one in the region [a k,j , b k,j ] and zero otherwise. This equation transforms all the k-dimensional barcodes into a one-dimensional function. We can also define a scaled persistent Betti number (sPBN) as follows,
Another way of representing the barcode results is persistence landscapes. 60 It is a function defined on each individual barcode
However, these functions may not always be continuous, so another way of constructing persistent Betti function is proposed as follows,
Where w j are weight values, which can be adjusted based on different purposes.
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To measure the disorder of a system, persistent entropy has been proposed. 76, [78] [79] [80] For the k-dimensional barcodes, it is defined as,
with the probability function
The expression of persistent entropy can be simplified as follows,
Persistent similarity The similarity between two barcodes can be measured by their distances. 60, [81] [82] [83] The bottleneck distance between two sets of barcodes L k1 and L k2 is defined as
here γ ranges over all bijections from barcodes L k1 to barcodes L k2 . The distance between two barcodes L k1,j1 and L k2,j2 is defined as L k1,j1 − L k2,j2 ∞ = max {|a k1,j1 − a k2,j2 |, |b k1,j1 − b k2,j2 |}. Further the Wasserstein distance between two barcodes is defined as follows,
Again γ is bijection from barcodes L k1 to barcodes L k2 . Parameter p is a positive integer.
Results and Discussions
The major results from our persistent homology analysis of ion aggregates and hydrogen-bonding networks are presented in this section. In the first part, we illustrate the topological representation of data by two examples, i.e., NaCl crystal lattice structure and KSCN hydrogen-bonding network. We introduce the crystal lattice fingerprint (CLF) for the description of highly regular crystal lattice structures. CLF provides a unique topological representation of crystal lattices.
In the second part, we explore the ion aggregation mechanism by considering two solution systems, NaCl and KSCN solutions. 72, 73 By a systematical comparison of the results from two systems in various ion concentrations, we find that the proposed two ion aggregation types 72 can be well characterized by our topological measurements. Essentially, the ion clusters can be characterized by a group of barcode located in the region from 3.0Å to 4.0Å. And the extended ion network is characterized by the assembly of the gigantic amount of barcodes in local regions.
In the last part, we study the hydrogen-bonding networks. Two different ways of choosing atoms are considered to build two types of networks, i.e., O-Network and H 2 O-Network. For both networks, we find that Figure 2 : Persistent homology analysis of crystal structure NaCl. (a) The crystal structure of NaCl. In persistent homology analysis, all atoms, no matter Na or Cl, are treated equally as identical spheres with an ever-increasing diameter. Networks are constructed when these spheres are overlapped with each other. (b) The network of NaCl crystal structure from persistent homology when the diameter of the sphere is 3.0Å. (c) Barcode representation for NaCl crystal structure. The number of β 0 bars is the number of atoms. There are totally 27 atoms, thus 27 β 0 bars. The length of β 0 bars usually represent bond length. 84 In this crystal structure, Na-Cl bond lengths are highly consistent with value around 2.80Å as indicated by β 0 barlength. Further, β 1 bars are related the cycle, loop or ring structures in the multiscale networks built from the filtration process. As illustrated in (b), the adjacent two Na atoms and two Cl atoms will form a rectangular ring, thus contribute to a β 1 bar. The length of β 1 bars is roughly the size of rings.
KSCN systems demonstrate a greater variation in their topological properties than NaCl. With concentration increase, large-sized local circles grow consistently in KSCN and the general distribution of circle sizes becomes more and more diverse. In contrast, a consistent decline of the average size of circle structures is observed in NaCl and the sizes of these circles become more and more uniformed. These topological features in ion aggregation and hydrogen-bonding networks have never been revealed before.
Topological representation of data
To have an intuitive understanding of topological invariants, we begin our introduction with topological fingerprints for highly regular crystal structures. Topological fingerprint is orginally proposed to characterize biomolecular structures. 61, 62 It provides a new structure representation that balances geometric details and topological simplicity. Topological fingerprint is highly efficient in describing consistent circle or loop structures within data.
Topological fingerprint of crystal lattice structure A crystal structure is made of highly ordered particles. These particles aggregate together following certain symmetry rules, which play an import role in determining physical and chemical properties of the crystal structure. As persistent homology embeds geometric information into topological invariants, it can deliver a quantitative description of crystal lattice structures. We call this new representation as crystal lattice fingerprint (CLF).
An example of NaCl crystal structure is used to illustrate the crystal lattice fingerprint representation. A NaCl crystal with totally 27 atoms is shown in Fig 2 (a) . In our persistent homology analysis, we do not discriminate different types of atoms, instead all atoms are treated equally as identical spheres with an ever-increasing diameter. Through a systematical variation of diameter value, a series of simplicial complexes are generated . Fig 2 (b) shows a simplicial complex produced at diameter 3Å. This simplicial complex has only vertices and edges, thus equivalent to a network or graph. It can be seen that its structure is highly symmetric and all rectangular rings are of similar sizes. Our barcode results in Fig 2 (c) are consistent with this observation. In β 0 barcodes, there are totally 27 barcodes, representing 27 atoms in the system. All these bars are of equal size, about 2.80Å, which is bond length between atoms Na and Cl. It should be noticed that the length of β 0 bars means the size of individual components. Generally speaking, lengths of "shorter" β 0 bars correspond to bond lengths, and lengths of "longer" β 0 bars correspond to distances between "clusters". In β 1 barcodes, all bars are identical with BT at 2.80Å and DT at 3.95Å. It should be noticed that β 1 BT is a diameter value, at which spheres overlap with adjacent ones to form a ring or circle. DT is when the ring or circle are "blocked" by 2-simplexes (triangles). Stated differently, DT is diameter value at which the generated ring is filled up by triangles that are formed among adjacent three atoms. In our rectangular ring case, all BTs are equal to Na-Cl bond length about 2.80Å and DTs are equal to the rectangular diagonal length, which is 3.95Å. In this way, the β 1 BL provides a geometric measurement of ring or circle structures. It worth mentioning that the number of β 1 barcodes are not exactly the number of rings formed in the network. It can be seen that there are totally 36 rings in the network structure (as in Fig 2 (b) ), but only 28 β 1 bars. This is due to the reason that in algebraic representation, the missing 8 rings are merely linear combinations of the 28 intrinsic rings as represented in the barcode.
With its unique properties in structure characterization, the barcode representation works as the fingerprint of crystal lattice structure. It can been found that a unique CLF can be generated for each crystal lattice structure and two crystal lattice structures can never have the same CLF. This is due to the reason that our barcodes capture the intrinsic topological information of structures. The β 0 number gives a total number of atoms, β 0 BL gives bond length information. While β 1 characterizes how these atoms form ring and circle structures. It is worth mentioning that the graph or network model is just a simple case of simplicial complex. Essentially, simplicial complex is made from simplexes, such as vertices, edges, triangles, and tetrahedrons. If we remove all the higher dimensional simplexes like triangles and tetrahedrons, a simplicial complex will be reduced to a network (or graph). It can be observed more clearly when we consider irregular networks as the ones from ion aggregation and hydrogen bonding structures.
Topological representation of complicated networks Unlike the crystal lattice structure, ion aggregates and hydrogen-bonding networks are highly irregular and asymmetric. As discussed in the introduction, graph theory, particularly the spectral graph theory, is widely used to study these systems. In this part, we will demonstrate that persistent homology provides a totally different perspective in characterizing highly complicated network structures. Figure 3 (a) demonstrates an example of hydrogen-bonding network. It is generated from 10 M KSCN solution and only oxygen atoms are considered. The detailed MD simulation setting and process is explained in Section 3.2 and reference. 72, 73 The hydrogen bond is defined between two oxygen atoms if their distance is larger than 2.5Å and smaller than 3.5Å.
1, 2 In contrast, a simplicial complex is shown in Fig 3 (b) . This simplicial complex is generated by setting the sphere diameter as 3.5Å. Rough speaking, a simplicial complex is a network model combined with 2-simplexes (yellow triangles) and 3-simplexes (green tetrahedrons). More importantly, in persistent homology, a series of simplicial complexes can be systematically produced by varying a filtration parameter (i.e., sphere diameter). In this way, we do not need a predefined "bond length" to build up a special network as in traditional models. The Betti number information can then be calculated from these simplicial complexes.
Barcode results for hydrogen-bonding network are shown in Figure 3 (c). By comparing with barcodes from NaCl crystal lattice structure in Figure 2 (c) , it can be seen that distribution of bars in hydrogen Figure 4 : The persistent barcodes for NaCl ion aggregation. (a 1 ) to (e 1 ) Configurations of NaCl ions at 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M and 5M concentration, respectively. (a 2 ) to (e 2 ) Persistent barcodes for NaCl ions at 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M and 5M concentration, respectively. It can be seen that total bar numbers, BTs, DTs, and BLs of β 0 and β 1 barcodes all change dramatically with ion concentration. At about 5M, NaCl ions reach saturation. At the same time, they form ion clusters, which is characterized by short bars around 3.0Å to 4.0Å. Moreover, there is a clear separation between these local bars and global bars. This unique barcode pattern can be viewed as a special fingerprint for ion aggregation through ion clusters.
networks are much more diverse and irregular. This indicates that both bond length and circle structure in a hydrogen-bonding network vary more dramatically. Further, it can be seen that some β 0 bars are much larger than 3.5Å. These bars no longer characterize bond length (as in definition, bond length should be smaller than 3.5Å), instead they measure the relative distance between atom "clusters".
Ion aggregation
To explore topological features in ion aggregation, we consider two well-studied systems, i.e., NaCl and KSCN, generated from the molecular dynamic simulation as test examples. 72, 73 The considered simulation trajectories are directly adopted from the references 72, 73 and general information of the data preparation are summarized as follows. For NaCl solutions, concentrations at 1.0M, 2.0M, 3.0M, 4.0M and 5.0M are considered. In MD simulations, each periodic box has 1000 TIP3P water molecules. And bar numbers of NaCl molecules at five different concentrations are 18, 38, 58, 79 and 101, respectively. For KSCN solutions, concentrations at 0.92M, 3.22M, 5.23M, 7.21M and 9.88M are studied. The same periodic box with 1000 TIP3P water molecules is used in MD. For five concentrations, bar numbers of KSCN molecules are 17, 70, 132, 215 and 395, respectively. For notational convenience, we round the KSCN concentration values to an integer and denote the five concentrations for KSCN as 1.0M, 3.0M , 5.0M, 7.0M and 10.0M, respectively. The force field parameters for SCN − are obtained by using ANTECHARMBER module in AMBER 11 package. The atomic partial charges of SCN − are obtained at the level of HF/6 − 31G(d) using Gaussian 03 package. The atomic charges for S, C and N atoms are -0.560e, 0.145e and -0.585e, respectively. For non-bonding interactions, the cutoff distance is 10Å. Long-range electrostatic interactions are treated by the particle-mesh Ewarld method in AMBER program. The energy minimization with steepest gradient descent method is employed in all KSCN and NaCl solution systems before MD simulation. Subsequently, the NPT ensemble with 1 atm pressure, 298K temperature and 1 fs time step are used. The simulation time is 2ns and the periodic box size is adjusted. Further, another 2 ns MD simulation with constant volume and temperature at 298K was performed for equilibration. Ions are allowed to diffuse in the periodic box. After that, a final 10ns simulation with NVT condition is employed. The highest concentrations for NaCl and KSCN are all close to their solubility limits at room temperature. We refer interested readers to references 72, 73 for more details. We consider thirty configurations (or frames) obtained from each MD trajectory from the final equilibration process. We take ions from each configuration to form an ion aggregation system. O-Network and H 2 ONetwork are constructed by selecting oxygen atoms or oxygen and hydrogen atoms from each configuration. Even though we call them O-Network and H 2 O-Network, they are just aggregations of atoms. There are no "edges" or bonds in them, as we do not use a predefined bond length. In our persistent homology analysis, we do not distinguish between different ion types. Results for NaCl ions from the last frame of each MD trajectory are shown in Figure 4 . Total bar numbers of β 0 barcodes are 36, 72, 116, 158 and 202, respectively. They are exactly twice the number of NaCl molecules. Circle information can be found in β 1 barcodes. We can see that the distribution of barcodes is consistently narrowing. In 1M concentration, largest β 1 DTs go as far as 18.0Å. These largest DTs decrease to around 14.0Å in 2M solution results and further to around 12.5Å, 11.0Å and 9.5Å in 3M, 4M and 5M, respectively. More interestingly, in 5M concentration, short β 1 bars appear in the region between 3.0Å to 4.0Å as illustrated in the enlarged red box. And there is a clear separation between "local" bars and "global" bars. Simply speaking, local bars come earlier in the filtration process, whereas global bars appear much later. Local bars represent topological features at small local scale, while global bars are topological properties at large global scale. Take DNA molecule as an example, local β 1 bars represent circle structures from ribose sugar and base, while global β 1 bars represent circles formed between two layers of base pairs or minor and major grooves. 85 It has been suggested that NaCl and KSCN systems reflect two types of ion aggregations as their concentration approaches solubility limit. 72, 73 For NaCl ions, they aggregate by forming local ion clusters. From the above analysis, we find that, topologically, local ion clusters are well characterized by our local β 1 bars. Moreover, a clear separation between local β 1 bars and global ones can be viewed as a topological fingerprint for this special type of ion aggregation.
In contrast, barcode results for KSCN ions from the last frame of each MD trajectory are shown in Figure  5 . As expected, β 0 bar numbers equal to total numbers of ions, which are precisely four times the KSCN molecule numbers. For β 1 barcodes, a shrinking of barcode distributions with ion concentrations, as seen in NaCl systems, is also observed. Further, Figs 5(c 2 ) to (e 2 ) demonstrate a clear pattern that with the increase of concentration, more and more bars emerge in "local" regions with filtration value from 3.0Å to 4.0Å. Especially when ion concentration is 10M, ion networks are dominated by these local circle structures, with almost no significant global features. This is dramatically different from NaCl ion aggregation as in Fig  4(e 2 ). This type of ion aggregation is called "extended ion network". 72, 73 From our barcode results, it can be seen that ions form a highly compact configuration with a gigantic amount of local circles but no global circles. Interestingly, the barcode pattern from 3M KSCN concentration is very similar to that from 5M NaCl concentration. KSCN ions also form local clusters as indicated by the short barcodes in Figure 5 (b 2 ). However, unlike NaCl systems, which reach saturation at 5M, KSCN ions have a much higher solubility limit and demonstrate a unique aggregation pattern.
From the above discussions, we can find that the difference in NaCl and KSCN ion aggregation is quite dramatic in terms of their topological measurements, including β 0 and β 1 bar numbers, BTs, DTs, and BLs. We have analyzed all the other 29 frames, similar patterns have been observed. To further explore the ion aggregation, particular the mutual influence between hydrogen-bonding networks and ion specificity, we consider topological properties in O-Networks and H 2 O-Networks. The results are presented in the following sections.
Hydrogen-bonding network
We consider topological features of two sets of points. The first one is made of only oxygen atoms, we call it O-Network. As mentioned above, traditional graph and network models employ a special hydrogen bond length to build up a network among oxygen atoms. With filtration process, persistent homology analysis is free from this predefined bond length. The other one comprises both oxygen and hydrogen atoms, it is denoted as H 2 O-Networks.
Unlike the ion aggregation systems, barcode results for hydrogen-bonding networks remain relatively stable with concentration variations. However, the difference between two types of ion aggregation and between ions in different concentrations can still be discerned and characterized by our topological models. To facilitate presentation, we will show barcode results for the last frame of each MD trajectory first, and later summarize results from all thirty configurations in Tables.
Networks with only oxygen atoms Barcode results for NaCl and KSCN O-Networks from the last frame are shown in Fig 6. Figs 6 (a 1 ) to (a 5 ) are for NaCl systems with ion concentrations from 1M to 5M, respectively. And Figs 6 (b 1 ) to (b 5 ) are for KSCN systems with concentration 1M, 3M, 5M, 7M and 10M, respectively. It can be seen that NaCl and KSCN β 0 barcodes are rather similar. They all have totally 1000 bars and their DTs are all distributed in the region from 2.5Å to 3.5Å. In contrast, NaCl and KSCN β 1 Figure 5 : The persistent barcodes for KSCN ion aggregation. (a 1 ) to (e 1 ) Configurations of KSCN ions at 1M, 3M, 5M, 7M and 10M concentration, respectively. (a 2 ) to (e 2 ) Persistent barcodes for NaCl ions at 1M, 3M, 5M, 7M and 10M concentration, respectively. It can be seen that total bar numbers, BTs, DTs, and BLs of β 0 and β 1 all change dramatically with the ion concentration. KSCN solution reaches solubility limit at around 10M, when KSCN ions form "extended ion network". Topologically, "extended ion network" is a highly compact configuration, which is characterized by the accumulation of only local circle structures. Further, ion clusters, indicated by short barcodes, also appear in 3M KSCN concentration. The comparison of topological measurements for NaCl and KSCN O-Networks from different concentrations. Thirty configurations from the equilibrium state are used in persistent homology analysis. The parameter "C" denotes the concentration, its unit is mole. Parameter N β 1 represents the average value of total number of β 1 bars. Notations "BT", "DT" and "BL" represent birth time, death time and bar length, respectively. The unit for them isÅ. Notations "M" and "V" represent mean value and variance value. For instance, "M(BT)" is mean value of birth times (over all barcodes from thirty configurations). For NaCl systems, with concentration rise, total number of β 1 bars slightly and consistently decreases from 904 to 849. Even though mean value of β 1 BLs decrease steadily, variance of β 1 BLs remains relatively stable at around 0.195Å. In contrast, for KSCN systems, their total number of β 1 bars decreases quickly from 893 to 603, whereas mean and variance of β 1 BLs increase. Particularly, variance value has a huge rise. Topologically, this means that, with concentration increase, number of circles or loops consistently reduces in both NaCl and KSCN O-Networks. But KSCN O-Networks decrease much faster. Moreover, for NaCl systems, even thought the average size of circle structures consistently decrease, the variation of their sizes remains considerable stable. On the contrary, for KSCN systems, the increase of mean and variance of the circle sizes indicates the generation of more and more large-sized circles with ion concentration. (10) is considered and illustrated in Fig 7. Roughly speaking, for both NaCl and KSCN systems, with ion concentration increase, values of β 0 sPBNs increase consistently. Values for β 1 functions decrease when filtration size is from about 3.0Å to 4.0Å, then keep increasing when size is larger than 4.0Å. The variation of KSCN sPBNs with ion concentration is much larger than that of NaCl.
With the great importance of β 1 bars in circle structure characterization, we further consider distributions of β 1 topological measurements, including BT, DT, and BL. For each measurement, we arrange its values in an ascending order. Results are plotted in Fig 8. It can be seen that for NaCl systems distributions of β 1 BLs are very stable in various concentrations, with only small fluctuations in largest β 1 BLs. This indicates that sizes of local circle structures are very stable with no dramatic change with concentration. On the contrary, distributions of β 1 BLs for KSCN changes consistently. With concentration rise, the proportion of large BLs in β 1 barcodes increases steadily. Sizes of large β 1 BLs also increase consistently. This means that KSCN ONetworks undergo a dramatic change with more and more large-sized local circles being consistently generated. In general, KSCN has a much greater variation with ion concentration in all three topological measurements.
We summarize in Table 1 the total number of β 1 bars, mean and variance of BTs, DTs, and BLs from all thirty configurations. It can be seen that, with concentration rise, mean and variance of BTs and DTs for both NaCl and KSCN consistently increase. This means a systematical shift of β 1 bars to the later time of filtration. Difference between NaCl and KSCN ion aggregation can be described quantitatively by their β 1 bar numbers and bar sizes. More specifically, for KSCN systems, with concentration rise, their β 1 bar number decreases dramatically, whereas both mean and variance of β 1 BLs increase. For NaCl systems, their β 1 bar number shows a moderate decrease with ion concentration. Further, their mean value consistently decreases, but variance remains relatively stable. Topologically, it means that, with the increase of ion concentration, both NaCl and KSCN O-Networks suffer a loss of local circle structures, whereas KSCN O-Networks are more severe. Moreover, in NaCl systems, sizes of circles become smaller and smaller with concentration rise, while for each individual concentration all circles have a similar size. On the contrary, in KSCN systems, not only sizes of these local circle structures become larger and larger with concentration, but also the difference among these local circle structures at each individual concentration.
It has been suggested that water hydrogen-bonding structures in high concentration solutions are morphologically similar to ion network structures in high KSCN solutions. So we calculate the mean and variance of BTs, DTs, and BLs of KSCN ion networks generated from thirty configurations from 10M concentration Further, total bar number of NaCl β 1 barcodes consistently increases with concentration, whereas KSCN β 1 barcode number declines steadily. To facilitate a better comparison, we consider scaled persistent Betti numbers and illustrate the results in Fig 7. Again, for both NaCl and KSCN systems, values of β 0 sPBNs increase with ion concentration. Their β 1 sPBNs decrease when filtration size is around 2.0Å to 3.5Å, then increase when filtration size is larger than 3.5Å. KSCN sPBNs show a much larger variation than NaCl sPBNs.
Similar to the analysis in O-Networks, we plot the three topological measurements of β 1 barcodes in an ascending order in Fig 11. O-Networks in different concentrations. Parameter "C" denotes the concentration, its unit is mole. Parameter N β 1 represents total number of β 1 bars. Notations "BT", "DT" and "BL" represent birth time, death time and bar length, respectively. The unit for them isÅ. Notation "M" and "V" means the mean value and variance value, respectively. For instance, "M(BT)" is mean value of birth time. For KSCN systems, as ion concentration increases, their β 1 bars decrease in numbers and average sizes, while increase in variance of sizes. For NaCl systems, total number of β 1 bars rigorously increase with ion concentration, while mean and variance of the bar sizes constantly decrease. Topologically, it means that, with ion concentration increase, circle structures in KSCN H 2 O-Networks decrease greatly in their bar number and average size. More importantly, these circles becomes more and more diverse in their sizes. In contrast, circle structures in NaCl H 2 O-Networks consistently increase with concentration. More interestingly, their sizes not only become smaller, but also more uniformed. Table 2 . It can be seen that, as ion concentration increases, mean values of BTs and DTs for both NaCl and KSCN increase steadily. This is consistent with results from NaCl and KSCN O-Networks. However, even though both BT and DT variances for KSCN show a uniform rise, BT and DT variance for NaCl either declines or fluctuates around 0.15Å. Further, for NaCl systems, their β 1 number increase with ion concentration, whereas the mean and variance of BL decrease. For KSCN systems, as concentration rises, their β 1 number and the average size of BL decreases consistently, while the variance of BL increases. General speaking, the above results indicate that with concentration increase, KSCN H 2 ONetworks suffer a loss of local circle structures, whereas NaCl H 2 O-Networks gains more circles. Moreover, in both systems, the size of local circle structures become smaller and smaller with concentration increase. However, for NaCl, these circles have very similar sizes in each individual concentration. On the contrary, in KSCN systems, the difference between these circle structures enlarges with the concentration.
NaCl H
To sum up, as concentration increases, for both O-Networks and H 2 O-Networks, KSCN systems demonstrate much more dramatic variations in their local circle structures. Even though a consistent increase of large-sized local circle structures is observed, sizes of circle structures become more and more diverse. In contrast, NaCl systems show no increase of large-sized circles, instead, a consistent decline of the average size of circle structures is observed. Moreover, sizes of these circles become more and more uniformed.
Conclusion remarks
For the first time, persistent homology is introduced to quantitatively analyze the intrinsic topological properties of ion aggregation systems and hydrogen-bonding networks. Different from all previous graph and network models, persistent homology analysis does not require a predefined bond length for network construction, and it provides a geometric measurement for inner circle structures.
Two well-studied systems from MD simulations are used to validate our models. It is found that our barcode features capture the essential differences between these two ion aggregation systems very well. The "ion clusters" and "extended ion network" models can be quantitatively characterized by our topological measurements. Further, we construct two types of models, i.e., O-Networks and H 2 O-Networks, for analyzing the topological properties of hydrogen-bonding networks. It has been found that, as concentration increases, KSCN systems vary dramatically in their local circle structures. More and more large-sized local circles are generated. In contrast, NaCl systems are much more stable. Their average size of circles declines with concentration. And these circles become more and more uniformed. Our model provides a whole new perspective in characterizing topological features of structures and can be employed to study complicated network-like systems, including nanomaterials, colloidal systems, biomolecular assemblies, etc.
